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After a year-long college search with my HS senior, to many liberal arts colleges offering more or less the 

same things OWU does (excellent faculty, travel, research, etc.) I believe prospective students (mine 

included) are often swayed by rather superficial campus characteristics that make it seem like the kind 

of place they would like to be. The proposed ideas, below, are designed to attract the attention of 

prospective students, while making campus a more fun and interesting place. Some of these ideas may 

be tied to entrepreneurial efforts (DEC). 

 
MUB Pub II: Revive (I think AVI is already working on a rehab of this space) the old pub/bar that was part of the old MUB then 

transferred to HWCC and eventually closed when the drinking age rose to 21. Develop this space in collaboration with the 

Entrepreneurial Center and AVI, to attract entrepreneurs who would use the space to develop a cafe, restaurant, pub, 

gastropub, etc. Potentially attract students who are interested in food/entertainment entrepreneurialism.. All these ideas could 

be open to the public, or restricted to campus access. An incubator for creative food/drink entrepreneurs. Bishop Brewing, Cat 

Cafe (with Delaware Humane Society), Farm to Table, etc. Potential other location for this? 
 
Miniature Golf: Turn the HWCC outdoor amphitheater (to the west of HWCC) into a putt-putt golf course. The space, long 

unused, would be a unique social addition to campus, a hangout place, tied to relaxation and fun (and convenient). The course 

could be designed to fit OWU's aesthetic, with environmental/sustainability enhancements. Explore the idea of a social 

enterprise to develop this campus feature. 

 

City/Campus Dog Park. I saw one on campus at Franklin & Marshall College in Lancaster PA. Students flock to the dog park for 

relaxation or stress relief. City residents like the park as there are always students there to play with their dogs. This builds on 

various short-term dog events (professors & puppies, or exam week stress relief dogs) but makes it a longer-term full-time 

feature. Potential to locate the dog park in part of Bicentennial Park (I will work with Ted Miller of Delaware Parks, he is a 

partner in other E&S projects). An alternative is the Bashford Lawn on campus. Both have street parking. Both would be smaller 

dog parks. I've asked a student to do research on environmentally friendly dog park design.  

 

Tiny House Pads: Develop a series of tiny house pads with water, sewer, and electricity hook ups. Students who have their own 

tiny houses (or want to build their own) could rent the space from OWU. This will attract a small but interesting group of 

prospective students, who are into the tiny house movement. This will also be an attention getting feature of campus, even for 

students who don't wish to live in a tiny house. Potential entrepreneurial opportunity, given the problems tiny house people 

have finding locations to park their tiny houses. 

 

Indoor Slides: Add an enclosed spiral slide in the atrium of HWCC and the Science Center. Could end in a ball pit. Could be an 

art project (3D art). Also sustainable (vs. taking the elevator down). See 
http://www.glenwoodnyc.com/manhattan-living/new-museum-carsten-holler-indoor-slide/ 

 

Sledding Hill: Potentially on the big hill by Stuyvesant Hall (there may be alternative locations). Develop this so it is safe 

(avoiding trees and other infrastructure). Allow students to check out sleds. This could be a relatively cheap effort. 


